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Particle Physics before the LHC Particle Physics before the F.C.

Particle physics is not validation anymore, rather it 
is exploration of unknown territories

This is good:

next discovery will be revolutionary

This is bad:

F.C. potential cannot be evaluated on few uniquely identifiable  

benchmarks (e.g., Higgs for LHC). The F.C. will exist if capable of a 
big jump in simultaneous exploration of many directions.




Exploration Strategies

Direct: 
Are there new particles at the many-TeV scale?

• Conclusive result on Naturalness or Un-Naturalness [SUSY/CH benchmarks]

• Minimal WIMP DM candidates up to 15 TeV mass


  What about the many hundreds of GeV scale?

• Extended Higgs sector, possibly related with EWBG

• Cover relevant “holes” in TeV-scale LHC exploration 

Indirect: 
High rate (but low energy) precision

• Single and multiple Higgs couplings

• Top mass and properties


  High energy precision (i.e., study of amplified BSM effects)

• Needed to overcome accuracy barrier

• Systematic exploration of heavy BSM by EFT 
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Find equivalent √sp for proton coll. have same cross-section as μ coll. 
for reactions at E~√sμ. Use that        is nearly constant in τ.

Lepton coll. operating at energy √sμ.

Cross section for reaction at E~√sμ

(e.g., production of BSM at M=E)

Proton coll. operating at energy √sp.

Cross section for reaction at E.

Parton Luminosity suppression

2. Physics Opportunities

Ideally, a muon collider might useful in three ways: as a Higgs pole machine aimed
at studying the Higgs line shape in µ+µ� ! H; as a more compact version of e+e�

colliders below 500 GeV aimed at Higgs and top measurements; as a high energy machine
well above the TeV. However the luminosity and the energy spread performances of the
LEMMA scheme are insu�cient for the two former applications, hence in what follows
we focus on the latter, which is arguably also the most interesting one. Specifically, we
consider a “Very High Energy” option, well above 10 TeV, and a “Multi-TeV” one. The
Very High Energy muon collider would be a discovery machine, with a direct reach on
new physics in the same ballpark as the one of a 100 TeV proton-proton machine, but
it would also have an astonishingly high indirect reach on new physics. The Multi-TeV
one would compete with 3 TeV CLIC, it would address some aspects of Higgs physics
(notably, the Higgs trilinear coupling), and it would indirectly probe new physics in the
electroweak sector deep in the 10 TeV mass range.

Notice however that the conclusions above are the result of a preliminary semi-quantitative
investigation of the muon collider physics performances. The physics case should be
developed in much greater details in parallel with the accelerator feasibility studies.

2.1. Very High Energy

The possibility of reaching center of mass collision energies above 10 TeV makes the muon
collider a discovery machine, aimed at an order-of-magnitude progress in the experimental
exploration of the energy frontier. Such an experimental progress is perceived by many
[4] as essential for fundamental physics. The most ambitious project in this direction is
the one of a 100 TeV proton-proton collider. A very high energy muon collider might have
comparable or superior physics potential, as illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 1. The
figure shows a rough estimate of the center of mass energy,

p
sH , required for a hadronic

proton-proton collider to have equivalent sensitivity of a leptonic one, with energy
p
sL,

to physics at the E ⇠ p
sL energy scale. The estimate is obtained by comparing the

hadron collider cross-section, for a given process occurring at E ⇠ p
sL, with the one for

the “analogous” process (e.g., the production of the same heavy BSM particles pair) at
the lepton collider
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PRELIMINARY DOCUMENT 6 Not for distribution

14 TeV μ-collider nearly as good 
as the FCC at 100 TeV?

QCD-coloured BSM can easily 
have much larger partonic XS.            

Comparison even more favourable 
for QCD-neutral BSM

Simple Things First
It is enough to remember the shape of pdf’s !
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Simple Things First

Much much better than proton collider for EW-only 
particles like Higgsino/EWKino/Sleptons …

Protons vs Muons Cross-Sections



Simple Things First

Typical Muon Collider Cross-Section:

HZ

VBF → H

VBF → HH
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The muon collider must:
0) Reach interesting energies

     10 TeV >> LHC; 14 TeV ~ FCC-hh; 30 TeV = amazing 

1) Run for reasonable time: 5 years assumed (1 y = 107 sec)

     Only one interaction point considered

2) Produce 104 EW          

     102 might suffice for direct discoveries. 

     but 104 essential for satisfactory and guaranteed program of 
     measurements (and for high energy precision)

2 → 2

L ≳ 5 years
time

sμ
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Luminosity Target



Discover Generic EW particles up to mass threshold 

   exotic (e.g., displaced) or difficult (e.g., compressed) decays to be studied 

Direct Reach
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Discover Generic EW particles up to mass threshold 

   exotic (e.g., displaced) or difficult (e.g., compressed) decays to be studied 

Direct Reach

Exploit large VBF for extra scalars

   e.g., singlet Higgs-Portal singlet (see Dario’s talk)
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Figure 7. Sensitivies of very high energy hadron and muon colliders at 95% C.L. in the plane (m�, sin
2 �).

The red lines show the reach in � ! ZZ of HE-LHC at
p
s = 27 TeV (dashed) and FCC-hh at

p
s = 100 TeV

(dotted), both with 3 ab�1. The solid lines show the reach in � ! hh(4b) of a muon collider at
p
s = 6 TeV

with 6 ab�1 (green), and at
p
s = 14 TeV with 14 ab�1 (blue). We have fixed BR�!hh = BR�!ZZ = 25%. The

grey dashed lines show two possible scalings for s� , as described in Section 2.1 (g⇤ = 1 in both cases).

production cross-section of a generic resonance decaying to hh, at lepton machines from 1.5 TeV to
14 TeV of center-of-mass energy. Since these searches are essentially background-free for large masses,
they are dominated by statistical errors. We discuss the impact of systematic errors in more detail in
Appendix B, also in relation with possible target luminosities for muon colliders.

Here, we show in Figure 7 the 95% C.L. sensitivities in the plane (m�, sin
2 �) at

p
s = 6 TeV

and 14 TeV, for total integrated luminosities of 6 ab�1 and 14 ab�1, respectively. We also compare
the reach of muon colliders to the one of high-energy hadron collider proposals such as HE-LHC and
FCC-hh. The take-home message of this comparison is that HELCs in the very high energy regime
could become very powerful discovery machines, even stronger than future hadronic colliders, at least
for New Physics mostly coupled to the Higgs sector.

4 Single Production & Beyond the Standard Model Scenarios

In this section we discuss the implication of the CLIC reach on singlet resonances in well motivated
Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) scenarios.

4.1 NMSSM

In the NMSSM, the particle content of the MSSM is extended with a singlet of the SM gauge group S,
so that the superpotential reads W = WMSSM + �SHuHd + f(S), with f a polynomial up to degree 3.
The SM-like Higgs boson mass receives an extra tree-level contribution, which lifts its upper limit to

m2
h
< m2

Z cos2 2� + �2 v2 sin2 2�/2 +�2
hh

, (22)
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High Rate (but Low-Energy) Precision

HZ

VBF → H

VBF → HH

tt

ttH
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Huge VBF Higgs: ~ 107 Higgses, 30’000 Higgs pairs [at 10 TeV]

Rate large because process soft:    σ∝1/EW2
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30 TeV Sens. Degradation NSM [90 ab-1] Degradation
NSM

[90 ab-1]

Total HH 3.8792 216726. ϵb
0.00833272

ϵb

After θ>5° 2.03452 64812. ϵb
0.0152375

ϵb

PT>30 GeV on top 2.08392 41492.2 ϵb
0.0102305

ϵb

PT>50 GeV on top 1.88029 17637.2 ϵb
0.0141583

ϵb

PT>80 GeV on top 1.24629 5513.52 ϵb
0.0167844

ϵb

��������

10 TeV Sens. Degradation NSM [10 ab-1] Degradation
NSM

[10 ab-1]

Total HH 2.44826 10476.8 ϵb
0.023919

ϵb

After θ>5° 1.79402 5386.76 ϵb
0.0333575

ϵb

PT>30 GeV on top 1.81422 3346.09 ϵb
0.0313633

ϵb

PT>50 GeV on top 2.42269 1291.06 ϵb
0.0674256

ϵb

PT>80 GeV on top 1.35534 328.448 ϵb
0.0747853

ϵb

Huge VBF Higgs: ~ 107 Higgses, 30’000 Higgs pairs [at 10 TeV]

10 TeV: 
 δλ3= 3%

30 TeV: 
 δλ3= 1%

High Rate (but Low-Energy) Precision

If reasonable detector 
performances. First 
detector benchmark.



High Energy Precision

EFT Low-Energy: 

• require accuracy: large lumi, low syst. and th. err

�O/O ⇠ m2
EW/⇤2

�O/O ⇠ E2/⇤2High-Energy:

•benefit from high energy and high accuracy

Ld=6

If high-energy, we can learn already from 1% measur.
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Table 3: Dimension-six operators relevant for the high-energy longitudinal diboson production

qq̄ ! WLVL, VLh that interfere with the SM, in the SILH basis [31] (left) and in the Warsaw

basis [38] (right). We will use the Wilson coe�cient normalization L6 =
P
i
ciOi/M2.

The second relation allows to relate the future LHC bounds on the HEP a(3)q with the LEP

bound on the Ŝ-parameter, providing an educated context to compare the impact of these

two di↵erent machines.

There are also ”Weak” theories that do not belong to the ”universal” class, hence they

must be described by a complete set of operators such as the Warsaw basis [38], see table 3.

In this case, the HEP are transparently identified with contact interactions between quarks

and scalars 7

au = 4
cuR
M2

, ad = 4
cdR
M2

, a(1)q = 4
c(1)L

M2
, a(3)q = 4

c(3)L

M2
. (10)

Representatives of such “non-universal” theories are models with a heavy SU(2)L triplet vector

boson W 0a (a = 1, 2, 3), coupled to the left-handed fermions and to the Higgs

Lint =
1

2
W 0a

µ


gf f̄L�

µ�afL + igHH
†�a

$
DµH

�
, (11)

where gf is in general di↵erent for the di↵erent SM fermions. In this type of models, after

integrating out the heavy W 0a at tree level, one obtains

a(3)q = �
gqgH
M2

, a(1)q = au = ad = 0 , (12)

where M is the mass of W 0a and gq denotes the coupling to the light generation quark

doublets. In addition, there are also induced 4-fermion interactions g2f (fL�
µ�afL)2 that are

7These relations, as well as those in eq. (5), are obtained by computing the diboson helicity amplitudes
in the presence of the EFT operators, and matching with the parametrization in eq. (3). The matching
depends on the conventions for the spinor wave functions and the polarization vectors. We fix the ambiguity
by reporting in Appendix A the SM amplitudes computed with the same conventions.

12

OW
Δ'/' |Z ∼ CWm2

Z = Ŝ

Δ'/' |E ∼ CWE2
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From 1% ZH, equivalent Z-pole accuracy  Ŝequiv ∼ 10−6 (10 TeV/E)2
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High Energy Precision

Reach on Higgs Compositeness:

(very) tentative (more in Dario’s talk)
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High Energy Precision

Minimal (Dark) Matter in Loops:
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Reach extends well above threshold for high representations



Conclusions

A 10-or-more TeV muon collider has immense self-evident 
physic potential, covering all exploration strategies

  Directly discover many-TeV particles, and LHC-elusive below-TeV ones  
  Indirect high-rate (e.g., δλ3= 1-3%) and high-energy (100 TeV CH) probes
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Conclusions

Higgs-pole μ-coll.: not the Goal (more in backup)

Muon collider is a Dream 

   Reach comparison with mature projects is illustrative. No competition! 

L ≳ 5 years
time

sμ

10 TeV

2

2 ⋅ 1035cm−2s−1

Could it become Reality ??

Luminosity target: non-negotiable! (almost)

A 10-or-more TeV muon collider has immense self-evident 
physic potential, covering all exploration strategies

  Directly discover many-TeV particles, and LHC-elusive below-TeV ones  
  Indirect high-rate (e.g., δλ3= 1-3%) and high-energy (100 TeV CH) probes
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HL-LHC S2 (S1)

Not competitive, but what for?

2.9(4.3)
1.4(2.0)
1.7(2.3)

4.4(5.5)

~50


